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ABSTRACT

Pipe inspection is of great importance for assessing the integrity of the pipe in various pipeline industries. Pipe inspection

eliminates human intervention from hazardous environments and accidents. There are multiple pipe inspection methods

like X-ray, Magnetic acoustic testing, eddy current testing, and visual inspection, but pipe inspection using a robotic

system is a promising one. A pipe inspection robot is usually fitted with a camera and other sensors that carry out a check.

Due to geometrical changes of pipe-like joints, couplings, T sections, reducers, valves, while designing pipe inspection

robots, various factors such as restricted manoeuvrability, complex designing, steering designing, adhesive forces during

vertical motion have to be considered. This makes it necessary for proper designing and selection of mechanisms.

Therefore, this paper provides a systematic review of various models that are available for pipe inspection. This paper will

classify pipe inspection robots briefly into outer pipe inspection and inner pipe inspection robots.
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INTRODUCTION

Pipe inspection robot finds application in various industries such as petroleum, sewage treatment plant, water transporting

pipelines, Gas industries, semiconductor, display fab, and so on [1]. Still, it is hard to find the right robot for various

environments. Sometimes, Pipelines carry highly flammable materials. It is found that the integrity of these pipes is

affected because of corrosion, cracks, deformation, and aging. Therefore, pipe inspection and maintenance are of immense

importance to avoid any accidents. Most of the time, pipe inspection cannot be done from the surface, and the ones that can

be done from the surface require highly skilled operators. Pipe inspection robots carry out various tasks such as detection

of corrosion, deformation, build of scaling, deposits, etc. All the models are not capable of pipe inspection because some

mechanisms are designed for external purposes, whereas some are designed for internal inspection [2].At present, there

exist various types of pipe inspection robots. Different models are developed on outer pipe inspection [4-15] and inner pipe

inspection robots [16-49]. Internal pipe inspections are the ones that move inside the pipe. This type provides internal

visual inspection of the pipe, which cannot be done in a manual inspection. Since the robot moves inside the pipe, the

internal status of the pipe provides more accurate observations. In contrast, external pipe inspection moves outside the pipe

by gripping the outer surface of the pipe. This type of robot can inspect while the pipe is being used for transporting

medium. This makes it more desirable because it can be carried out without affecting plant operation.

The Section follows will classify the models into internal pipe inspection and outer pipe inspection. These two

types will be further classified in depth. In the end, the review will compare all the models. The paper will also look for
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research papers done in this field, and finally, it will look for limitations and research gaps.

CLASSIFICATION OF PIPE INSPECTION ROBOT

Pipe Inspection robots are classified as inner and outer pipe inspections. Pipe inspection robots are classified based on the

gripping. External mechanisms include magnetic, gripper, and spring-assisted mechanisms, whereas inner type includes

pipe inspection gauge (PIG), wheel type, Track type, snake type, inchworm type, walking type, and screw type. The

following figure shows the detailed classification of inspection robots.

Figure 1: Classification of Pipe Inspection Robot.

Outer Pipe Inspection Robot

Outer pipe inspection robots are the ones that inspect the outer surface of the pipe by sticking on the outer surface. The

main advantage of this type is that it can be operated even when the pipelines are transporting fluids, increasing the plant's

productivity.

Magnetic Assisted Outer Pipe Inspection Robot Mechanism

As the name suggests, a magnetic assisted robot uses magnetic forces to stick outside the pipe during the inspection. The

only limitation of this type is that the inspecting surface has to be ferromagnetic. Magnetic robots can be used for internal

pipe inspection, but they are mostly preferred for external pipe inspection. Electro-Magnetic Acoustic transducer is one

such example developed by Sangdeok Park et al. [4]. It moves from the outside but detects internal defects such as

pinholes and cracks. They produced two robotic systems for inspecting boiler tubes to see all reductions in pipe walls

above 1mm. Toshihiro Yukawa et al. [5] described a magnetic wheel used for inspecting pipelines made up of

ferromagnetic material. They examined the mechanism of the robot and derived kinematics and adhesion conditions based

on horizontal piping. They also studied the behaviour of magnetic adhesion force by using a magnetic wheel without a

rubber and by using rubber coating. Vladimir Kindl et al. [6] dealt with redesigning the wheel and targeted to increase

attraction force and reduce the overall mass of the wheel. They used finite element analysis and a nonlinear finite element

approach for designing. Myounggyu Noh et al. [7] derived analytical force by calculating the reluctance force between

mating surfaces. Finally, finite element analysis and test rig showed validation of the model. Minghui Wu et al. [8]

focussed on adhesion force and mechanism for passing over an obstacle for wheel robot. The mechanism was provided to

lift the body of the robot to avoid obstacles by varying adhesive forces. Zhongcheng Gui et al. [9] developed a robot for

welding with colossal load carrying capacity and high adsorption reliability. Mahmoud Tavakoli et al. [10] showed an

inchworm mechanism having two switchable magnets for adhesion. Peidró, A. et al. [13] presented designing, and

implementation of magnetic grippers for exploring ferromagnetic structures using two designing approaches Zero-point
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moment and static friction analysis. At the time of the study, two failure modes were also studied: detaching and slippage.

Andrew Garcia et al. [14] researched switchable magnets to investigate power efficiency. Naoto Imago et al. [15]

fabricated Hermits crabs model having spokeless wheels made up of magnets.

Figure 2: Magnetic Assisted Pipe Inspection Model [8]

Spring-Assisted Outer Pipe Inspection Mechanism

Spring is the most critical part of spring-assisted models. Spring provides the necessary gripping force for the structure.

Therefore, the proper design of spring is essential. If the spring chosen has high strength, it will provide more gripping

force, and if spring strength is low gripping force will be less. More gripping force may lead to sticking the model in one

place, and its movements might be constricted. If force is not enough, the model will slip. Xu Fengyu et al. [16] designed a

model to check for internal steel cracks and cylindrical cables and poles defects. The main objective was to create obstacle

avoidance and climbing principles and analyze the dynamic characteristics of the model. Ram Sudhir et al. [17] developed

a pole climbing model using a spring mechanism to climb up and down on the poles. Toshio Fukuda et al. [18] developed a

model for a 90mm diameter pipe with arms with hook and tensioner by using spring arrangement. Tariq P. Sattar et al. [19]

developed a pole climbing model to inspect wind turbine blades using a spring mechanism.

Figure 3: Spring-Assisted Pipe Inspection Model [2]

Gripper Assisted Outer Pipe Inspection Mechanism

The gripper is a simple mechanism that works precisely like a human hand. Both the links come together to gripe a pipe

and to release the grip; links extend outward. The gripping mechanism could be controlled by hydraulic, pneumatic,

suction, spring, or air vortex mechanisms. This is a simple mechanism compared to the above two mechanisms, but

executing this mechanism requires special arrangement and additional space. F. Javier Garcia Rubiales et al. [20]

developed a gripper mechanism for the unmanned aerial vehicle inspecting pipes. They ultimately developed a mechanism
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using additive techniques and tried out various tests to ensure grasping capacity. P. Ramon-Soria et al. [21] developed a

gripping mechanism for aerial systems. Joshua Fishman et al. [22] worked on improving the grippers used for the aerial

system. Earlier models required precise positioning and a larger contact area for successful gripping, but they have shown

by replacing them with soft tendon actuators has provided firm gripping. Radhen Patel et al. [23] showed improvement in

grasping ability using tactile sensors and proximity sensors. They studied various gripping phases such as approach,

alignment, contact, lift, slip, disturbance, placement, and release. Hidemi Hosokai et al. [24] designed and implemented a

lazy tongs mechanism to climb pipes of various diameters and detect reducer and diffuser. They studied an algorithm for

motion control for the robot to pass over the reducer. Puneet Singh et al. [25] focused on designing and prototyping pipe

climbing robots using external grippers. It had eight legs and a rotational joint for rotating along the longitudinal axis. Leg

robot has better ability to avoid obstacles and navigational capacity to navigate over flanges, reducers, fixtures, etc.

Figure 4: Gripper Mechanism using Tongs [2].

INNER PIPE INSPECTION ROBOT

Inner pipe inspection robots inspect the pipe's inner surface by moving inside the pipe. This provides the internal status of

the pipe, which is not possible by any other method. This process cannot be done when the pipes are underused, but few

models like pipe inspection gauges can be done when the pipe is in use.

Pipe Inspection Gauge (PIG)

It is a type of robot that moves inside the pipeline using the kinetic energy of fluid flowing inside the pipe. This model does

not have a self-driving mechanism, but it can carry several sensors onboard for inspection. These models have to be

launched inside with the help of a PIG launcher, and after review, it has to be received by the same. The PIGs come in

various sizes and diameters. Based on the diameter of suitable pipe, PIG is selected. Devesh Mishra et al. [26] Studied and

designed a model for the inspection and maintenance of the pipeline. This model could measure diameter, inspect

corrosion, deformation, detect leakage, and build-up of scale. They also studied kinematic analysis, pigging phenomenon,

and hall effect. Oluwafemi Ayodeji Olugboji et al. [27] designed and developed an intelligent pipe inspection gauge to

check the impulse experienced by the gauge when it travels inside the pipe. Impulse was detected by analyzing vibrations

as it moved along the pipe. PIG could see its behaviour as well as simulated defects. They also showed the use of off-shelf

sensing equipment is inexpensive. Giancarlo Bernasconi et al. [28] studied pipe inspection gauge tracking and positioning

to achieve the best inspection possible. They have focused on three techniques to capture noise generated by PIG while in

operation without extra onboard sensors. They have concentrated on pressure measurements at several positions. The first

method gives location by analyzing the recorded acoustic signal on the opposite side of gauge travel. The second way is to

count transient at known positions, and the third focuses on length measurement between PIG and Some resonating
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structures. Wasim M. F. Al-Masri et al. [29] proposed a navigation system for PIG using inertial navigation. They used two

approaches, first an accurate dynamic model, in the second 3-dimensional reduced inertial sensor. On comparing both

methods, they found out that the Second method produces more accurate data. For determining position, the length of the

pipeline is measured, and encoded velocity constraints are utilized. Zheng Hu et al. [30] Proposed PIG with

multidirectional travel capacity, i.e., it could travel in the direction of flow and opposite the flow. Xiaoxiao Zhu et al. [31]

focused on frictional forces between contacting surfaces. The study also concentrated the effects produced by friction on

the surface of PIG. John Faber Archila et al. [32] studied various parameters to be used while designing PIG pressure, the

diameter of PIG, Fluid properties, external factors, and other important physical properties. Deng et al. [33] focused on the

variation of speed by changing valve position on the PIG. The model was fitted with a pressure changing valve, which,

when operated, could control the speed of PIG.

Figure 4: Pipe Inspection Gauge [26]

Wheel Type

The wheel type mechanism is most widely used because of its simplicity in construction, has less energy consumption, and

is easy to manipulate. This type of model can relatively reach a higher speed as compared to any other model. There are

various models such as the omnidirectional wheel model, single wheel (active wheel), Passive wheel, etc. This type

requires only two mechanisms, one for driving and the other for gripping. Some of the wheel type models have been

discussed below: “MAKRO” was the world's first wheel type pipe inspection model. The main characteristic of this model

was it could move in both directions. For micro pipe inspections less than 1 inch, “Toshiba” was developed that had good

functionality. “THES-1” showed similar locomotion, but instead of wheels, it had rollers that could rotate spirally along the

pipe axis without rotating its body. Apoorv Vikram Singh Bhadoriya et al. [34] designed a mini robot for narrow surfaces.

Also, a solid work model was prepared of the same. Simulations were performed for vertical and horizontal pipe settings.

Graphs of velocity vs. time and reaction force vs. time studied. Junghu Min et al. [35] Wheel-type model for pipe diameter

300-500mm was developed. They have designed a Proportional integral derivative controller to take into account linear

and angular velocity. Muhammad Azri Abdul Wahed et al. [36] developed and experimented on a wheel-wall pressed type

model that could vary between 150 mm to 230 mm. They also studied the behaviour of the model and its velocity when the

angle of inclination was increased. H.R. Choi et al. [37] developed a wheel structure model like a snake with cables driving

vehicles on front and back. They have used a special arrangement for steering called a double active universal joint that has

eliminated rolling in the driving direction. Atul A. Gargade et al. [38] showed a comparative study of different in-pipe

inspection robots and improved steering mechanisms. Edwin Dertien et al. [39] developed a model for omnidirectional

wheels and for improving stability. A model with a V-shaped body frame was made to provide the necessary gripping for
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the pipe wall. This setup has provided very user-friendly control, which is the main benefit of the model.

Figure 5: Wheel Type Inspection Model [38].
Track Type

Track type is an improved version of the wheel type robot. The advantage of track-type over any other model is that it

provides extra frictional surface area, stability to the structure, and can carry more payload. The combination of wheel and

track adds more stability on uneven surfaces, but the model is difficult to manipulate. Since more friction is involved

therefore more force is required for motion. AURORA was the first track-type model prepared that had a single track. This

model was made for pipeline inspection and maintenance purposes. Lei Zhang et al. [40] presented a model and carried out

stability analysis for crawler type, which had radial adjustment mechanism. They have studied stability analysis in the

straight pipe when climbing obstacles. While doing so, they have focussed on sliding and overturning conditions; also,

stability analysis in the elbow was performed. Jong-Hoon Kim et al. [41] presented and designed a single module robot

called “Famper” for up to 150mm diameter pipe inspection. They have shown that by using four caterpillar configurations,

performance can be improved. Park, J. et al. [42] have developed “PAROYS-II” to overcome motion problems. It could

effectively inspect pipes ranging from 400-700 mm. Atsushi Kakogawa et al. [43] analyzed the robot's speed during

motion through straight pipe and bends and derived the speed of three diving modules while in curves. MohdZafri

Baharuddin et al. [44] presented a mini model for boiler head inspection; it was tested and found to work as per the

requirements. Zhang modified and showed the position and direction of a model. Young-Sik Kwon et al. [45] focused on a

robot's omn motion planning algorithm for pipe diameter 80-100 mm. For gripping purpose 4 bar mechanisms and for

steering differential drive is used. Zhang further modified a track-type robot and came up with an adaptable drive system.

This model had four components: travel, differential, pre-adjusting, and supplementary supporting, coupled with a modular

platform. “Neptune” was developed by Carnegie Mellon University, which could operate in a pipe of 1-meter diameter. It

has cameras and ultrasonic sensors with remote control capacity. Ultrasonic Motion detectors play a massive role in

obstacle avoidance.

Figure 6: Track Type Inspection Model [41].
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Screw Type

This type of robot requires only one degree of freedom and only one actuator. The robot's movement is because of the

motor, tilted wheels, and a spring mounted on each arm. The angle of tilt determines the pitch of the robot's movement.

The whole front body with arms rotates when the rotor rotates, and the wheels trace the pipe's inner surface. The movement

is exactly like a screw, therefore the name Screw mechanism. Liu Qingyou et al. [46] studied the forces of gripping and

locomotion for light load mechanism. They have realized that the springs remain neutral for a light load, and energy

consumed is least of all. Using a linear quadratic regulator approach, H. Tourajizadeh’s et al. [47] developed a steerable

Screw type mechanism. A special arrangement was provided to change the pitch so that the steering angle could be

changed to avoid obstacles. Tao Ren [48] focussed on discussion and analysis of existing screw drive robots and mainly

focussed on variable radius screw drive mechanism based on planetary gear mechanism operated by a single motor. In the

end, new and existing mechanisms were compared, and it concluded that the new model provided more traction force when

models of same size and motor output were compared. Taiki Nishimura [49] focussed on improving the existing models by

utilizing a pathway selection mechanism. Three parts require more attention: the screw driving unit, steering unit, and

rotator unit. They have also worked on improving rear units; limitations due to improvements have been discussed

thoroughly. Atsushi Kakogawa et al. [50] have carried out motion analysis and experiment analysis on screw-type robots.

They have focussed on helical driving motion and performed experiments to find characteristic of it. Yin Zhang et al. [51]

compared various screw drives in pipe robots in point of design, motion, driving mechanism, behaviour, parameters it

inspects. Different models such as simple screw drive in-pipe robot, active screw drive robot, differential drive in-pipe

robot, variable pitch, inchworm screw drive robot, and active screw drive in-pipe robot based on differential gear are

studied. Ankit Nayak et al. [52] focussed on issues faced while designing in pipe inspection robot and proposed a model

based on screw wall pressed adaptive mechanism. It could be easily manipulated through elbows, joints, and reducers, etc.

They also through various trials and experiments showed that velocity attained by actual model matches with the

mathematical model.

Figure 7: Screw Type Inspection Model [52]

Walking Type

This type uses legs or limbs that are pushed against the wall to support body and motion. This type of robot has a wide

range of motions because of its high degrees of movement. They have complex mechanisms. Therefore it requires a more

significant number of actuators. Siemens AG developed the first spider-like in pipe inspection robot. Sergei Savin et al.

[53] studied state observer design for walking in pipe robots because of noise and limited data provided by the sensors. The

study focused on the Riccati equation for improving the results. The simulation model showed that the use of state

improves data capturing. Anna Ariga et al. [54] focused on fabricating a narrow robot between two walls, a novel wall-
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climbing robot that can move in vertical space. The pantograph and driving module is responsible for movement and

stability. Xiaojie Tian et al. [55] studied and designed a combination robot for removing oil plugs well and prepared a

mathematical model using FEM. The adaptive guiding mechanism, the supporting mechanism, and the electric guiding rod

were collectively adapted to construct a micro-step walking mechanism. Werner Neubauer et al. [56] worked on a model

that worked as a spider to climb vertical surfaces. Since this model had legs and walked like a spider, it could step over the

obstacles and function smoothly even on rough surfaces. A reflective and reactive approach was used for controlling the

motion of the robot. Andreas Zagler et al. [57] fabricated a model called “MORITZ.” Moritz had two bending and

revolving joints. R. Aracil et al. [58] proposed the Gough-Stewart platform as a climbing robot. They have proposed

several mechanical designs; they have also carried out a dynamical analysis of these designs and prepared a prototype

model for climbing palm trunks.

Figure 8: Walking Type Inspection Model [2]

Snake Type

Unlike other mechanisms like a wheel, track, or walking type, which uses wheels or legs for the motion. Snake type uses

its body for propulsion. Most of the robots already have identical modules, and a propulsive mechanism is achieved by

driving joints. The snake robot is biologically inspired and follows like an inchworm. The snake follows a travelling wave-

like motion, and because of that, it has limited purposes. Thavida Maneewarn et al. [59] studied parameters that contribute

to crawling and the effect of crawling motion. They have also fabricated a mini size 12 joints model and studied over five

different motion shapes by varying inclination angles. They also concluded that a nonslip contact point is necessary for an

effective motion of the robot in a vertical pipe. Shuichi Wakimoto et al. [60] developed a microrobot depicting snake

mechanism and showed various characteristics of the snaking drive. They have also carried out experiments shoeing image

stabilization and steering in branches using the micro model. Suzumori [61] proposed a snake drive mechanism and studied

potential and fundamental characteristics with experimental data. They have also worked on deriving fundamental

formulas, characteristics, and control algorithms. They have also focussed on deriving the additional formulas and

characteristics for the front portion because it is an essential part of the steering component. Akina Kuwada et al. [62]

fabricated a robot using a sinusoidal wave drive. They have also worked on intelligent actuators to reduce the wiring,

improve performance, and provide high electrical noise tolerance. A. Brunete et al. [63] described kinematics close control

loop for obstacle detection and avoidance in servomotor-controlled snake robot. They have also characterized and

described modules including kinematics, control loops, and torque calculations. K. L. Paap et al. [64] built a snake robot to

inspect pipelines that could be controlled remotely, and when the operator loses control, the robot could function

autonomously. Florian Enner et al. [65] estimated the motion of the snake robot using the idea of the snake robot’s joint
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angles. This model was designed such that by estimating motion traversing inside and outside diameter of pipe could be

accurately found out. Anojan Selvarajan et al. [66] designed and worked on making the robot's motion smooth and

noiseless by using many brackets. They have designed the brackets on fusion 360 and 3D printed the parts using PLA

material. Yoshiaki Bando et al. [67] focussed on the localization of snake robots based on sound and inertial measuring

unit. Localization using GPS and other options is not used because it may get damaged due to sudden uncontrolled

movements, but in place of that microphone is placed on the robot, and the speaker is placed at the entrance of the robot,

and the time of flight is calculated.

Figure 9: Snake Type Inspection Model [65]

Inchworm Type

Inchworm type is a biologically inspired robot that imitates like an inchworm. They have a high degree of freedom, require

high number of actuators, are flexible, and have well-controlled motion. They have complex body designs, and because of

that, they are mostly not preferred. Zheng Hu et al. [68] presented a self-driven model that uses bristles movements for the

motion. They have conducted an experimental motion analysis for upstream and downstream movements. Another

research by Zhelong Wang et al. [69] uses a similar bristle mechanism moved by piston and cylinder. The cylinder extends

and retracts; this motion is transferred to the bristle motion, which looks like a caterpillar. Woongsun Jeon et al. [70]

fabricated a model called extensor using an inchworm mechanism. He focussed on steering and navigation mechanisms,

especially for T- section motion. It had two parts, upper and lower clamper, extended and retracted by piston and cylinder

arrangement. Houxiang Zhang et al. [71] researched open and closed kinematic chain models based on crawling motion.

He studied caterpillar and inchworm models. Keith Kotay et al. [72] fabricated a model moving in 3 dimensional using

electromagnetic feet that stick to the walls. Tomonari Yamamoto et al. [73] developed a bidirectional inchworm

mechanism by duplex chambered structure. They also studied locomotion techniques with mathematical formulations and

analysis from an operational pressure point of view.

Figure 10: Inchworm Type Inspection Model [72].
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CONCLUSIONS

Pipe inspection robots are classified as Internal pipe inspection and External pipe inspection. The study shows the

following results:

 Classification of models provides better scope for the operator to select mechanisms based on his requirements

and applications

 It was seen that the wheel type model was mainly preferred because of simplicity, and a smaller number of

actuators are used.

 It is also seen that the inchworm mechanism has a smaller number of papers published to date.

 It is also seen that in some areas where locomotion is challenging to achieve, hybrid models provide better results.

 Inchworm and snake models, focus has been on locomotion of the model and less attention has been given to

developing robust controllers.

 The screw mechanism is the most effective in locomotion, frictional force, steering ability, and a smaller number

of actuators and kinematic pairs.

 There is enormous scope in developing a model that will provide better steering ability in T-sections and

branches.

FUTURE SCOPE

The previous mechanisms developed have considerable limitations when moving inside T- sections, and branches. There is

enormous scope in working towards improving the mechanisms that could easily overcome this limitation. Also, most of

the mechanisms need wireless connections so that robots can move more distances with ease. By using machine learning

and the Internet of Things, it is possible to add more functionality to the robots such as automatic fault detection, obstacle

detection, and improvement in control.
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